Purpose -The purpose of this research is to show that federated content collections are important for providing access to multiple content repositories, including image, video, audio and Web sites. Design/methodology/approach -This paper presents findings from an analysis of differences in users' Web searching patterns as they access various federated content collections. A dataset of 4,056,374 records submitted to the Dogpile.com Web meta-search engine were analysed. An analysis was conducted of search session length, query length, number of results pages viewed, use of systems' assistance and the frequency of repeat queries. Findings -Overall, users entered two to three terms per query and examined only the first pages of results. However, findings include differences in users' access patterns to various content collections. Web, news and audio queries were longer sessions but shorter queries. More users seeking images and videos sought systems assistance. Originality/value -This is a large-scale original study using data from a commercial Web search engine. The paper provides a valuable comparison of different types of search -text v. audio, image, etc.
Introduction
Web searching is an everyday skill used by many people worldwide. Previous studies show that overall, Web searches are short, and people view few results pages (Spink and Jansen, 2004) . Many Web users are now accessing federated content collections via the Web. Federated search, also known as distributed search, is a growing area of information retrieval research (Callan, 2000; Si and Callan, 2005) . A federated content collection is a content organising scheme involving multiple repositories of content, instead of a central repository. These individual repositories typically have their own storage, indexing, and retrieval algorithms. Major Web search engines typically offer tabbed interfaces that permit users to search multiple federated content collections, such as Web documents, images, audio, and video files. Si and Callan (2005) identify three key research problems for federated or distributed Web searching development: first, resource description, or, creating information about the contents of each resource; second, resource selection is the resource set selected for the search; third, results merging is the effective merging of returned results.
However, few studies have specifically examined users' access to multiple federated search collections via Web search engines. There are several ongoing projects seeking to build federations of learning content and content repositories (EdNA, 2005; Globe, 2005) , but there are few user studies. Due to the limited studies in this research area, the examination of how people use federated content collections is an important area of Web research for the future improvement of these systems. Our paper provides results from a large-scale study of user access to federated content collections, via the Dogpile.com Web search engine. The study builds upon previous studies we have conducted, exploring various aspects of Web searching.
The next section of the paper outlines the related studies, followed by the research design and key results from our study.
Related studies
An increasing body of studies is examining various aspects of Web searching (Spink and Jansen, 2004) and federated or distributed Web searching. In the area of federated repositories, Rehak et al. (2005) developed a model and infrastructure for federated learning content repositories. Becarevic and Roantree (2004) studied federated multimedia database systems and Martin et al. (2002) , discuss federated rights management. Recent studies have explored the design and development of federated or distributed Web search (Avrahami et al., 2006; Callan, 2000; Khoossainov and Kushmerick, 2004; Si and Callan, 2005; Xu and Callan, 1998) . Powell and Fox (1998) describe a scalable system for searching heterogeneous multilingual collections on the Web.
However, there have been limited studies investigating access to federated collections via Web search. Ozmutlu et al. (2003) examined the impact of multimedia interface buttons on the Excite search engine, by investigating multimedia queries in the general query population, prior to, and after the introduction of radio buttons, to search various collections. The researchers reported that the use of radio buttons had decreased the multimedia searches in the general collection. However, the researchers did not examine queries to any of the federated collections. and compare Web searching characteristics among Web, image, audio, and video content collections on the AltaVista search engine. The researchers report that of the four types of searching, image searching was the most multifaceted task, and audio the least complex. The mean terms per query for image searching was notably larger (four terms) than the other categories of searching, which were less than three terms. The session lengths for image searches were longer than any other type of searching, and session lengths for Boolean usage by image searches, was 28 per cent.
Aside from these, there have been few large-scale studies of users' access to federated content collections via Web search engines. One problem that limits the conduct of such large-scale research, is having access to data from Web search engines. Researchers need access to large-scale Web transaction logs, to research more effectively in this area.
Research goals
The research goal of our study was to examine differences in Dogpile.com searching across various federated content collections. Specific goals were to examine search differences in various federated content collections, including:
. session length -number of queries per session;
. query length -number of terms per query;
. number of results pages viewed;
. use of system assistance; and . repeat queries -if the user entered the same query more than once.
To address these research goals, we examined a subset of queries submitted by searchers on Dogpile.com to gain insight into the nature of their searching behaviour.
Research design
Dogpile.com Infospace, a market leader in the meta-search engine business, owns Dogpile.com (www. Dogpile.com). Dogpile.com is the only meta-search engine during the study period to incorporate the indices of the four leading Web search indices into its search results (i.e. Ask Jeeves, Google, MSN, and Yahoo!). When a searcher submits a query, Dogpile.com simultaneously submits the query to multiple other Web search engines, collecting the results from each Web search engine, removing duplicate results, and aggregating the remaining results into a combined ranked listing, using a proprietary algorithm.
Dogpile.com has tabbed indexes for searching the Web, Images, Audio, and Video. Dogpile.com also offers query reformulation assistance with query suggestions listed in an "Are You Looking for?" section of the interface. Hitwise (2005) reports that Dogpile.com was the 9th most popular Web search engine in 2005 as measured by number of site visits. comScore Networks (2005) states that in 2005 Dogpile.com had the industry's highest visitor-to-searcher conversion rate of 83 per cent (i.e. 83 per cent of the visitors to the Dogpile.com site executed a search).
Data collection
We recorded the records of searcher-system interactions in a transaction log that represents a portion of the searches executed on Dogpile.com 6 May 2005. The original general transaction log contained 4,056,374 records. Each record contains six fields:
(1) User identification: an anonymous user code automatically assigned by the Dogpile.com server to identify a particular computer. (2) Cookie: anonymous cookie automatically assigned by the Dogpile.com server to identify unique users on a particular computer. (3) Time of day: measured in hours, minutes, and seconds as recorded by the Dogpile.com (4) Query terms: terms exactly as entered by the given user. (5) Source: the content collection that the user selects to search (e.g., Web, Images, Audio, or Video) with Web being the default. (6) Feedback: a binary code denoting whether or not the query was generated by the "Are You Looking for?" query reformulation assistance.
Data analysis
We imported into a relational database the original flat ASCII transaction log file of 4,056,374 records. We generated a unique identifier for each record. We used four fields Searching multimedia federated content (Time of Day, User Identification, Cookie, and Query) to locate the initial query and then recreate the chronological series of actions in a session.
We define our terminology similar to that used in other Web transaction log studies (Jansen and Pooch, 2000; Park et al., 2005; Spink and Jansen, 2004) :
(1) Term: series of characters separated by white space or other separator.
(2) Query: string of terms submitted by a searcher in a given instance. (3) Repeat query: query submitted more than once during the data collection period, irrespective of the user. (4) Session: series of queries submitted by a user during one interaction with the Web search engine. (5) Session length: number of queries submitted by a searcher during a defined period of interaction with the search engine.
We also removed all agent and duplicate queries.
Results
This paper provides results from a large-scale study of user access to federated content collections via the Dogpile.com Web search engine.
Federated Dogpile.com content collections Table I shows the usage of each of the five federated Dogpile.com content collections (Web, Images, Audio, Video and News). Table I shows that the Web was the most popular content collection, with more than 71 per cent of all searches being executed against this content collection. Images were the second most popular content collection, followed by the audio, video and news collection. Table II shows the session length (i.e. number of queries) for queries to the diverse federated content collections.
Session length
Most users included between one and three queries in their federated content search sessions. Some 50 per cent of users across the various federated content collections included only one query in their search session. News sessions were shorter and included fewer queries. Audio sessions were longer, but with fewer queries per session. Table III shows the query length (i.e. number of terms) to the diverse federated content collections. Most queries were between one to three terms per query. Image and audio queries generally included one to two terms. Web, audio and news queries were longer. Table IV shows the number of results pages viewed from the diverse federated content collections.
Query length

Number of results pages viewed
Overall, most users viewed one results page during their Web search session. More image-seeking users also examined second and third page results. Web collection searchers were more likely to view only the first results page. Table V shows the use of system assistance when searching the diverse federated content collections. Dogpile.com offers an alternate query re-formulation feature.
Use of system assistance
Across the various content collections, most users did not seek systems assistance. Interestingly, more users seeking image and videos sought systems assistance. Table VI shows the most common repeat queries to the diverse federated content collections. Table VI shows the top ten repeat queries from each content collection. There were nine queries that were the in the top queries from more than one source. Most of these queries were for people, places, or things. 
Repeat queries
OIR 30,5
Discussion This paper provides preliminary results from a large-scale study of user access to federated content collections via the Dogpile.com. Across the federated content collections, there were some differences in user access. Overall, searchers of content collections were entering few queries, entered short queries, using limited Web systems assistance and viewing few pages of results. Overall, the Web collection was the most popular, followed by the image collection. Users displayed characteristics found in other studies of public Web searching (Spink and Jansen, 2004; Spink et al., 2002) . Most searchers accessed the Web collection, followed by the image and audio collections. Users included between one to three queries in search sessions. Most users across the various federated content collections entered only one query. News sessions were shorter and included fewer queries.
Audio sessions were longer, but with fewer queries per session. Image and audio queries generally included one to two terms. Web, audio and news queries were longer. Most searchers examined only the first results page. However, people seeking images examined further results pages. Across content collections, most users did not seek systems assistance. Interestingly, more users seeking image and videos sought systems assistance. Image searches were longer and used more terms, Web searches were shorter with fewer queries and viewing fewer results pages. Image and audio searches were longer, including more queries. This is similar to findings by .
The nine most frequent queries were for popular people and celebrities, places, or things. This is also similar to recent studies of Web search topics by Jansen et al. (in press) , and Spink and Jansen (2004) . Commerce related queries were the most frequently occurring, followed by people, places and things, and unknown queries (indiscernible or non-English), and sexual and pornographic queries represented a very low proportion of all queries. Recently, Koshman et al. (in press) found that one in five queries submitted to Vivisimo related to commerce, travel, employment or the economy. One in five queries were indiscernible or non-English. This represents a sizable proportion of all queries. In addition, one in seven queries was related to people, places or things. These queries included personal names or the names of locations.
Our analysis shows that, similar to Web searching overall, most content collection searches are short, contain few terms, and results pages are viewed, except for image searches. Jansen et al. (in press) recently found that Dogpile.com searchers use about three terms per query (mean ¼ 2.85), and generally (56 per cent of users) spend less than one minute interacting with the Web search engine. Overall, the level of user interaction is higher on Dogpile.com than results from other Web search engines, and Dogpile.com users spend less time on the Web search engine. Most users entered between one and three terms per query.
Conclusion and further research
Our findings provide important insights into the current state of federated Web searching and Web usage for users, search engine developers and Web site designers. The study represents a major study of human interaction with a major meta-search Web search engine. We are currently conducting more analysis of further Dogpile.com search data to examine further aspects of multimedia federated search. We are continuing to track Web search trends and characteristics, using either transaction logs analysis or lab studies, in order to assess future behaviour and identify future user needs. Searching multimedia federated content
